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From the G7 earlier this month to COP26 in November,
2021 is a bumper political calendar year for the UK. 
 The common thread linking the two is, of course, how
global leaders can tackle the climate crisis before it is
too late.  This has begun with the first net zero G7, in
which all nations involved have made commitments to
significant carbon reduction targets in the 2020s with
the eventual goal of reaching zero carbon emissions by
2050. 

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson said:

Protecting our planet is the most important thing we as
leaders can do for our people. There is a direct relation-
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“-ship between reducing emissions, restoring nature,
creating jobs and ensuring long-term economic growth.

“As democratic nations we have a responsibility to help
developing countries reap the benefits of clean growth
through a fair and transparent system.  The G7 has an
unprecedented opportunity to drive a global Green
Industrial Revolution, with the potential to transform
the way we live.”

Practically, this began with the first net zero G7, in
which all nations involved have made commitments
to significant carbon reduction targets in the 2020s,
with the eventual goal of reaching net zero carbon
emissions by 2050. Beyond this the G7 released  a
range of commitments to being cleaner and greener
inin their own nations, and through supporting global infrastructure and development - including

through increasing funding contributions in order to meet the promised $1bn per annum to
support developing nations with accessing the infrastructure and technology needed to cut
emissions and combat the climate crisis.

However, these vital commitments must be accompanied by committed actions and engagements
with stakeholders in each nation, and indeed in the many industries under the spotlight for their
role in generating carbon emissions. Consider the transport and shipping industries. Spanning
vehicles, aviation, and shipping, and touching lives personally and professionally, they are a vital
means of connection and mobility across the world but are also under increasing scrutiny for
their role in producing greenhouse emissions. How can they reach net neutrality?

While there is no easy answer, a sensible starting point comes from the meeting of the M7. This
new group is comprised of leaders from maritime bodies in the  G7 nations met with fellow
maritime leaders from Australia, India, South Africa and South Korea, and representatives from
the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), BIMCO, and the European Community Shipowners'
Associations (ECSA). A press release issued by the UK Chamber of Shipping (the host
organisation) about the meeting states:

"There was universal agreement that more investment is
needed from governments and industry to develop the
technologies for a cleaner and greener shipping industry and
that the G7 governments should be urged to back the shipping
industry’s proposed $5bn R&D decarbonisation fund."

Fundraising actions such as an added charge of $2 per
tonne of maritime fuel purchased have been proposed by
the ICS, but the core message is clear: the shipping and
transport industries cannot, with current levels of
resource, make sufficient changes to achieve
decarbonisation. To achieve this, Guy Platten, Secretary
general for the ICS, stressed the need for investment “in
technologies that are safe and sustainable and without
negative side effects for other parts of the environment.” He
also emphasised that stronger, more unified leadership is
needed in order to generate tangible change:

“If we can’t get political consensus now on the urgent need for
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"R&D. how are we going to reach the much-needed political consensus for a sustainable and equitable
carbon price signal that will incentivise the market to decarbonise at the speed and scale needed.”

This becomes an issue for political leaders because of the wide-reaching nature of transport and
shipping. It is not merely a business issue - although readers will be aware of the significant
struggles faced by manufacturing and other businesses due to the impact of Covid-19 on global
supply chains. The social and economic impacts of the shipping industry extend their reach
beyond business and into the everyday lives of people across the UK. 

A recent report from the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT) reveals that rural
communities and their reliance on transport and shipping have received little consideration in UK
government plans for net zero emissions. The report observes:

"[T]he journey to zero will be difficult without
considered communication and engagement
with rural communities and businesses from
government. If policies do not address the
unique challenges of decarbonisation in the
rural environment, there is a risk that people
and business will suffer further social and
economic disadvantage.

The UK government - and indeed, other
leaders of the G7 - will continue to face
scrutinyscrutiny for making broad-brush funding and action commitments as long as they fail to engage

in sufficiently detailed and considered action on behalf of the people of their own nations. Whilst
global unity and leadership is important and can move the needle on vital issues, it must be
accompanied by clear and measurable policy promises that can and will be delivered. Put simply,
in the words of  the Financial Times editorial team, "G7 leaders need to lift their game" in order
to be taken seriously in an age of increased skepticism regarding political leaders.

IN FOCUS: 
Chequebook
Diplomacy at the
2021 G7 Summit
by Hannah Ayesha Ritchie in London

One of the core commitments made at the G7 summit, dubbed the ‘green belt and road’ by PM
Boris Johnson, is a direct counter to China’s ‘belt and road’ investment plan. The G7's
commitment is to help developing nations tackle climate change - support that is vital because
developing nations are increasingly the most affected by the impacts of climate change, from
extreme weather events to rising sea levels. 

However, a common question being raised about this year's G7 commitments is whether they
have enough substance and enough teeth. The values being espoused are admirable - committed
support for tackling the climate crisis which extends to jobs and infrastructure - but they risk
green
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obscuring deeper issues at play. 
Firstly, there is the China question. J7 has previously written
about  the UK and EU's difficulties balancing the need for
foreign and direct investment from China with their moral
and social objections to its human rights record.
Comparatively, the position of the US is clear-cut opposition,
though it is less "cold war" and more “uneasy peace” in the
words of policy expert Professor Yan Xuetong. These
positions were reflected in "a robust debate behind closed
doors over how direct the language related to China should be"
in the final G7 communiqué, according to Bloomberg. A
continued disunited front weakens their position and calls to
question whether the West can ever be a credible mitigating
force against China's political and economic power.

Next is the extent to which the 'green belt and road' can succeed in direct counteraction to China's
international investments in developing economies. The SOAS China Institute's Lauren Johnstone
told Al Jazeera: "how the West will win the battle for heart and minds in the developing world, as well
as meet much-needed sustainable goals, may lie in having a bit of empathy. China better understands
what it’s like to be a poor country in need of financing or a reliable electricity supply". For the G7 to go
toe-to-toe in China, it needs both plans with teeth and a better public image - that is, chequebook
diplomacy accompanied by action as well as values.

However, its struggle for credibility extends beyond longstanding disparities in wealth,
infrastructure, and resources. One of their other core commitments to the developing world, to
provide 1bn Covid-19 vaccine doses to the developing world, has already been disparaged by
Oxfam and other groups as insufficient. In a pandemic era such as ours, any health issue
compounds and is compounded by other social and political crises, and anything less than holistic,
joined-up leadership and strategy will fail to win over individuals and communities who are
impacted by and must implement this approach. In short, for the G7 to generate tangible success
through their plans, they need to tackle their PR issues first.

News This Week: Application
Accuracy in Financial Services

This week, the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) issued an update on the authorisation under
the Temporary Permissions Regime (TPR), relevant to European Economic Area (EEA) firms. It
stated that firms must ensure that applications are 'right first time'.

In response, Jonathan Greenstein, Associate Director of compliance and regulatory consultancy
Complyport, said:
“The PRA’s statement extending the time period for processing authorisation applications from EEA
banks and insurers highlights the large number of firms seeking authorisation – a trend we have also
seen with FCA applications. This is a very positive sign for the UK's financial services sector. 

However, it also highlights the importance of submitting comprehensive ‘right first time’ applications
making it easy for the regulators to approve applications without further delay - something that
Complyport has been doing for 20 years now for over 1000 successful authorisations.”
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M A D E  W I T H  T H E  C O V I D - 1 9
V A C C I N A T I O N  R O L L  O U T

P R O G R A M M E S .  

The G7 summit in Cornwall has failed to address the very immediate
issues facing the global economy. It lacked particular detail about how
we restart business activities in a way that does not undermine the
progress made with the Covid-19 vaccination roll out programmes.  

Businesses are lobbying governments, in particular the Westminster
Government, to relax Covid safety measures relating to particular
figures such as vaccinated businesspeople. The call is for them to be
able to conduct their business matters abroad without having to isolate
and pay private sector firms to send lateral tests that can be done on
the NHS for free.

We face another month of restrictions in the UK, which will have very
serious implications for the tourist industry across the EU as it relies
heavily on the UK for revenue.  Keeping the entire EU on the amber list
(meaning all passengers returning from holiday must isolate and also
buy test kits from the private sector) is an important safety measure,
but one that is unsustainable in the long-term.

The return to the office for many has meant that we are having to
interact again with others “in-person”; this is progress. We need to
ensure that communications to staff and external stakeholders are
effective. Senior management must therefore ensure they are
proactive in providing guidance and counsel to teams either via town
halls, 'lunch and learn' meetings, or 1-1s with direct reports. We need
management to communicate with teams and have a strategy that will
be nimble enough to navigate challenges that will inevitably crop up
later in 2021.
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